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Abstract: This work proposes an innovative integrated retrofitting system aiming to improve both
the seismic and energy performance of existing reinforced concrete and masonry buildings. The
system is based on engineered insulating concrete form panels, installed on the outside of existing
buildings as a shell exoskeleton. A key major advantage of the proposed system is that it addresses
the contemporary improvement of seismic and energy performances of existing buildings in a single
installation stage, operating exclusively from outside of the building. The insulating formworks are
ad hoc prefabricated in a factory on the base of the specific geometry of the existing buildings so as
to greatly maximize the ratio between overall retrofitting benefits and costs and at the same time
to simplify the installation procedures. The objectives of the presented research are, on one hand,
to highlight the major structural issues that the system aims to address, and on the other hand to
illustrate the main characteristics and combined benefits of the proposed retrofitting system. From a
structural point of view, the proposed system is conceived to behave as a non-dissipative structure
with regard to seismic actions, and the lateral strength and stiffness of the structural elements are
designed accordingly. An analytical design approach is proposed and validated using the available
data from an experimental test performed on a full-scale simple building. Moreover, numerical
modeling strategies for the proposed system are illustrated for two complex case study buildings.
The results of the analyses show a considerable increase in lateral stiffness of the retrofitted buildings
that, considering the non-dissipative behavior of the elements, leads to a relevant reduction of seismic
deformation demand on existing structural elements.

Keywords: integrated retrofit; ICF; thin reinforced concrete walls; existing buildings; case study

1. Motivation and Aims

Many regions in the world that have a high level of anthropization are also character-
ized by a high seismic hazard. Focusing on the European region, the seismicity is not evenly
distributed among nations and a different evolution of seismic design codes occurred in
each country [1]. Moreover, most of the building stock in Europe was built before 1980,
when many of the adopted design codes still contained inadequate or limited provisions
for the seismic design of structures. As a consequence, there are today a considerable
number of existing buildings characterized by a high seismic vulnerability. In many cases,
these buildings also have a low energy efficiency, which produces high management costs
and high greenhouse gasses emissions in the atmosphere. In order to address such a
combination of issues, several possible solutions have been proposed, which include, for
example, the demolition-and-reconstruction or the renovation of buildings.

The choice between these different solutions is influenced by many factors, involving
technical, economic, and social aspects [2,3]. In this context, life cycle assessment (LCA) and
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life cycle cost (LCC) procedures can provide effective tools to support this decision [4,5].
Major benefits of renovation interventions include, among others, the fact that further con-
sumption of resources and waste production is avoided. Moreover, the environmental total
impact of the renovation process is lower compared to that of a demolition–reconstruction
intervention [3].

Regarding the type of retrofit intervention, Calvi et al. [6] proposed a benefit–cost
approach to assess the different results of improving earthquake resilience only, energy
efficiency only, or both. Their work showed that the maximum benefit–cost ratio was
obtained for integrated interventions. Integrated retrofit systems are technological solutions
that can improve both energy efficiency and structural performance of buildings, allowing
the extension of their residual life while maximizing benefits at the least cost. Belleri
and Marini [7] pointed out that interventions that aim only at the energy consumption
improvement of the building are not effective in reducing its embodied equivalent carbon
dioxide if the contributions due to seismic risk are considered. Moreover, Pohoryles
et al. [8] observed that energy efficiency intervention could be a useless cost if realized on
seismically vulnerable buildings. In particular, their work presents the analysis of twenty
case-study cities located in Europe with different levels of seismic hazard and climatic
conditions. Several typical European building typologies with different thermal and seismic
performances were then defined and analyzed for each case-study city. The combined
seismic and energy performance of buildings was classified using the performance levels
proposed by Calvi et al. [6] considering the sum of energy and seismic expected annual
loss (EAL) as an index. The impact of the renovation strategy in terms of cost–benefits for
each seismic zone was then evaluated by assessing the payback periods compared with the
initial investment costs and the energy costs and seismic loss savings. The implementation
of an increased renovation rate was shown to be economically efficient, highlighting
the renovation strategies as more viable. In addition, in cases where seismic retrofitting
is essential due to high seismic vulnerability, performing the combined retrofit at once
instead of separate interventions showed a significant reduction in the intervention’s
payback period. Mastroberti et al. [9] also used an approach based on EAL estimation
for evaluating the economic advantages of an integrated retrofitting approach. The study
proved that global retrofit interventions that combine enhancement of both structural and
energy performance are economically feasible and also more effective in terms of seismic
performance of the buildings, compared to local interventions.

The aforementioned works highlight how the importance of holistic renovation [10,11]
and sustainable building renovation (SBR) [12] principles is becoming more and more
recognized in recent years, leading to retrofitting approaches that involve several, or possi-
bly all, building deficiencies. However, the employment of these approaches in current
design practice still faces several obstacles. In particular, several technical, financial, and
organizational issues prevent the extensive use of integrated retrofitting approaches [13].
However, in recent years, governments have been allocating important resources to pro-
mote renovation interventions on existing buildings aimed at improving their seismic and
energy performance, such as, for example, the “superbonus” initiative promoted by the
Italian government.

Besides the reception of sustainable retrofitting principles and the promotion of poli-
cies that can economically support their application, it clearly appears how the development
of effective and efficient integrated retrofit technologies is a key aspect in order to address
the aim of renovation of a rapidly aging building stock.

This work proposes an innovative integrated retrofit technology based on insulating
concrete form (ICF) panels. The aim of the presented research is to highlight the main
characteristics of this technology, analyzing with particular emphasis its structural behav-
ior. The paper is organized so that, after recalling the main issues regarding the energy
consumption and seismic vulnerability of existing reinforced concrete (RC) and masonry
buildings, a complete description of the proposed system is provided, also analyzing its
components and installation procedure. Then, attention is focused on structural aspects,
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providing and discussing strategies for structural design and numerical modeling of the
retrofit system with reference to case study examples.

2. Major Issues on Energy Consumption and Seismic Vulnerability of
Existing Buildings
2.1. Energy Consumption of New and Existing Buildings

In the last decades, attention has been focused on the problem of global warming and
the adverse effects on the planet induced by the exploitation of natural resources. Buildings
have a paramount role in global energy consumption. According to Berardi et al. [14],
in 2010, buildings accounted for 32% of total global energy use, divided into 24% for
residential buildings and 8% for commercial ones. In both typologies, space heating is the
primary source of energy demand (over 30% of the global consumption). It is worth noting
that about 66% of the existing building stock in Europe was built before the 1970s, when
the first energy codes for buildings were introduced [15]. In particular, those built after the
Second World War are in general characterized by extremely poor energy performances.

Today, the EU, US, and Russia show a nearly constant rate of urbanization and new
construction rate due to a stabilized socio-economic situation. The estimated ratio of
building energy consumption for these countries in 2040 stands between 0.7 and 1.5 with
respect to the 1970 level [14]. Zhang et al. [16] reported that China experienced a very rapid
expansion of urbanization and the construction of residential buildings in recent years.
From 2000 to 2016, the completed floor area of urban residential buildings increased five
times, and the energy consumption grew four times. The energy consumption in the con-
sidered time range experienced a quick rise at first and then a stabilization due to economic
adjustment and the implementation of new modern and engineered structural types.

According to Berardi et al. [14], developing countries are still today subjected to a
continuous increase in population and urbanization. As an example, India is expected to
increase the population living in cities in the next 25 years by 20%. As a consequence, there
will be a significant increase in energy consumption related to the building sector.

The employment of high-performance envelopes and heating, ventilation, and air-
conditioning (HVAC) systems can greatly improve the energy performance of buildings [17].
However, the construction process itself is now recognized as a highly energy-consuming
process, especially regarding construction materials manufacturing. Therefore, a two-fold
path needs to be pursued to obtain significant results in diminishing the global buildings’
energy demand: (i) introducing prescriptions for high-performance envelopes in national
building codes of developing countries, accepting the increase in the number of buildings
while limiting their energy demand; (ii) promoting and encouraging practices of retrofitting
and improvement of envelope’s insulation capacity of existing buildings in developed
countries in order to diminish the energy consumption due to construction activities and
heating/cooling processes.

2.2. Seismic Vulnerability of Existing Masonry Buildings

Masonry is one of the most common structural typologies for buildings that have been
adopted since ancient times. Most of the residential buildings in the Mediterranean area
have one or two stories and are built with brick masonry.

The structural behavior and seismic deformation capacity of masonry constructions are
primarily related to the structural geometry and state of preservation. Masonry buildings
should assume a box-type structural system, which in order to be effective needs strong
connections between intersecting walls and rigid horizontal diaphragms. In fact, as fully
recognized in the literature, masonry walls are effective in resisting in-plane actions while
being more vulnerable to perpendicular loads. The box behavior allows taking care of
walls’ lack of resistance in the out-of-plane direction, taking advantage of the in-plane
strength of perpendicular walls.

During the last decades, surveys of earthquake effects on masonry buildings allowed
the identification of their typical failure mechanisms when subjected to seismic actions.
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Local failure modes are one of the primary sources of vulnerability, such as simple/complex
overturning of external walls and vertical/horizontal out-of-plane bending [18–20]. The
main issues that cause the activation of the cited kinematic mechanisms are lack of connec-
tion of the wall panels with floors and orthogonal walls, relevant out of plumb of walls,
and masonry internal discontinuity [21,22]. Regarding the in-plane behavior, the most
common observed damages are due to shear failure, which reflect in evident diagonal
cracks in masonry piers and spandrels [23–25]. Brick masonry can also experience sliding
failure along the horizontal mortar beds due to shear action [23]. The in-plane failure under
seismic actions generally does not lead to the collapse of the structure, but it can trigger the
out-of-plane kinematic mechanisms mentioned above [20].

Many repair techniques have been proposed and employed to reduce the seismic
vulnerability of masonry buildings [26]. The most common techniques comprise steel tie
rods and masonry buttresses [27] (to improve the connections between the walls and the
out-of-plane equilibrium, respectively), local dismantling and rebuilding [27] (to restore
the wall continuity along crack lines), the substitution of wooden floors with RC ones
(to increment story stiffness), and thin RC layer jacketing [28] (to increase in-plane and
out-of-plane strength).

The surveys took after the recent earthquakes reported that in some cases believed
retrofit interventions have actually increased the vulnerability [29], although they had
been realized according to the design codes effective at their time. As an example, the
introduction of tie-beams at intermediate stories in the thickness of masonry often induce
uneven load redistribution on masonry piers and produce damaging effects on perimeter
walls. Another common retrofit mistake is the replacement of the existing timber floors
with RC beams supporting hollow clay tiles floors without contextually increasing the
strength of the masonry walls [30]. The recent earthquakes in Italy put in evidence that
the extensive roof replacing with a heavier and stiffer structure caused the cracking of the
supporting walls and often also the complete collapse of the structure [29]. This behavior
was due to the increased seismic force induced by the increased mass on top of the building
that acted on unreinforced walls and the contemporary reduction of energy dissipation
capacity [30,31]. Additionally, strengthening techniques such as jacketing showed their
ineffectiveness due to faulty connections and incompatibility of materials. The more recent
composite material strengthening techniques, such as fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP) or
glass fiber-reinforced polymers (GRP), provide high strength to the masonry panels while
avoiding the negative effect of increasing the mass thanks to their small thickness and
low weight.

2.3. Seismic Vulnerability of Existing Reinforced Concrete Buildings

Reinforced concrete structures have spread widely since the 1950s. Most of the existing
RC structures have been designed only for vertical loads or according to now-outdated
seismic regulations, since they were built before the adoption of modern seismic codes.
Therefore, in most cases, there is a lack of the construction details that are needed to
guarantee an adequate seismic capacity. Post-earthquake surveys and analyses of damaged
or failed RC structures allowed the identification of major aspects that affect seismic
vulnerability. The most common ones are quality of workmanship, low value of story
stiffness as relative to other stories (soft story), location of stairs and their connection to the
structure, structural typologies of floors and roofs, and steel reinforcement detailing [15].
In the following, the aforementioned aspects are briefly discussed.

The International Building Code [32] defines a soft story as a story characterized
by a lateral stiffness reduction equal to 30% related to the story immediately above. In
residential buildings, the typical soft story is the ground floor that hosts the garages or
the store windows. The lack of infills causes increased flexibility and reduced strength,
which result in extreme horizontal deflections of the story. The presence of a soft story may
induce second-order effects in columns and localizations of plastic deformations that often
lead to the complete collapse of RC frame buildings [33].
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Irregularities in plan geometry (e.g., due to C or U plan shapes), eventually augmented
by an eccentric position of staircases and irregular mass distribution, can lead to unwanted
torsional effects [23]. Torsional vibration modes cause higher stress in perimeter structural
elements that could collapse if not properly designed. These irregular plan shapes or
modifications of mass distribution can also be the results of interventions of architectural
renovation or changes in intended use, which hence need to be correctly designed in order
to avoid and/or limit the torsional effects described above.

As is widely known, the detailing of transverse reinforcement in RC elements is
fundamental to prevent collapse under seismic loads. Large stirrup spacing and poor
quality of concrete lead to columns failure with the buckling of longitudinal reinforcement
bars and crushing of core concrete. It is common to find open stirrups with inadequate
anchorage or geometry in the older RC structures. In order to be effective, in critical zones,
stirrups must have hooks with a proper length that guarantee the closure of the stirrup
itself and, as a consequence, the confinement of the concrete. Properly designed stirrups
act as a constraint preventing the buckling of the longitudinal rebars [34].

Inadequate design of beam–column joints, the absence of confining hoop reinforce-
ment, and the wrong position of bar splices in columns are common causes of beam–column
joint failure. Inadequate configuration of steel reinforcement in the stiffer elements, e.g.,
stair walls or lift shaft, could also be the cause of the failure of these structural elements,
where the seismic stresses concentrate.

Other common failures observed after earthquakes are the damages and collapse of
the exterior infill walls [35]. These non-structural elements are usually not adequately
connected to the structure and are subjected to out-of-plane excitation. After the out-of-
plane bending strength has been reached, the infill collapses, falling out of the RC frame [36].
The in-plane loaded infill panels can also experience failure due to high inter-story drifts,
which cause the concentration of high compressive stresses at the infill corners. Another
common failure mechanism of the infills is caused by shear stresses induced by horizontal
seismic loads, similar to what happens to masonry piers and spandrels, as discussed in the
previous section.

Regarding techniques for structural retrofit of RC buildings, a comprehensive review
of traditional and state-of-the art methods can be found in Tsionis et al. [37] and Bour-
nas [15]. Among most employed conventional techniques, steel or RC jacketing allows
the improvement of the strength and ductility of members. However, in the case that an
increased stiffness is needed, the adoption of additional shear walls could be necessary.

In the last decades, enormous efforts have been put into the study of strengthening
techniques based on fiber-reinforced polymers (FRP), which are currently widespread.
Some of the main drawbacks of FRP strengthening techniques include poor performance at
high temperature, adhesion problems at low temperature or on wet surfaces, health issues
for manual workers, and high costs, as reported by Bournas [15]. The same author pointed
out that textile-reinforced mortar (TRM) strengthening techniques are now becoming
increasingly important in the practice of RC members retrofitting since they overcome
many of the issues encountered in FRP or steel/RC jacketing technique.

3. Integrated Retrofitting Solutions for Existing Buildings

Integrated retrofitting technologies aim to simultaneously solve several of the critical
issues related to energy consumption and seismic vulnerability highlighted in the previous
sections. Although the adoption of integrated renovation strategies has only recently
become widespread, several solutions have already been proposed.

One of the first applications of the integrated retrofit was reported by Takeuchi et al. [38],
who presented a case study in which energy dissipation façades have been applied to a
school building, aiming to improve energy efficiency and seismic performance. The structural
strengthening is obtained by seismic dissipation braces installed on the outside of the building.
The outer aluminum louvers forming sunshades are fixed to the dissipation brace, forming
an integrated façade with both structural and energy retrofit functions. An extensive analysis
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considering winter and summer scenarios proved the effectiveness of the new façade coupled
with the existing glass closure in improving the energy demand for cooling and heating. Cyclic
loading tests on reduced specimens and time-history numerical analysis showed improvements
in the seismic behavior of the structure in terms of increased strength and reduction of story drift.

Another solution was presented by Feroldi et al. [39], who proposed an engineered
double skin façade for an integrated renovation of buildings from the energy, architectural,
and structural point of view. Particular attention was paid to the environmental impact
and cost requirement. Moreover, the concepts of “exoskeleton” and holistic renovation
approach have been introduced.

Labò et al. [40,41] analyzed various external retrofitting solutions and proposed a
new holistic approach for the structural design procedure. The proposed approach aimed
to solve architectural, energy, and structural deficiencies of buildings whilst targeting
resilience, safety, and sustainability. Different external structural strengthening configu-
rations were analyzed, from the “wall system”, with strength lumped in few elements,
to the optimized “grid-shell system”, such as diagrids that consist of truss elements that
can be adapted to any 3D shape. In the wall-type exoskeleton, the structural function is
fulfilled by the walls while the energy and architectural improvement refer to the enve-
lope. The diagrid type exoskeleton, instead, condenses both the structural and the energy
retrofitting in the same structure. Two exoskeleton solutions applied to a reference RC
building were analyzed. The steel diagrids are conceived as totally demountable, allowing
the easy disassembly and possible reuse or recycling of the structural components. This
aspect increases the sustainability of the intervention in terms of life cycle assessment,
providing easier management of the construction at its end of life. Seismic performance
and design procedures for exoskeleton structures have been studied by Reggio et al. [42],
Labò et al. [43], and Passoni et al. [44].

The work by Manfredi and Masi [45] explored two integrated retrofitting solutions of
an RC building designed only for vertical loads: the replacement of the infills and the so-
called “double skin” intervention technique. The former consists of replacing hollow bricks
with new elements that have better thermal and mechanical properties. The latter consists
of adding on the outside of the building new infilled RC frames, structurally connected
to the existing ones. The infills replacement was sufficient for structural rehabilitation in
mid–low seismic hazard areas, while the double skin intervention was necessary in high
seismic hazard areas.

Bournas [46] illustrated a new retrofitting method that employs TRM jacketing in-
tegrated with insulating panels to improve both the energy and seismic performance of
buildings while keeping a low labor cost. The application to a case-study building was
analyzed, and the evaluation of the expected annual loss related to both seismic and energy
costs showed that the payback of the retrofitting intervention can be significantly reduced
by adopting the proposed combined retrofitting approach.

The reported examples showed how the combined need for seismic and energy
retrofitting can be effectively addressed. However, to determine the most suitable retrofitting
solution, a careful evaluation should be performed for each specific case, considering build-
ing location, its existing structural type, and preservation conditions.

4. Description of the Proposed Innovative Retrofitting System

The retrofitting technology presented in this work follows the aforementioned princi-
ple of the double skin [45] and involves the installation of an additional structural layer
on the outer surface of the building, i.e., an engineered exoskeleton [47]. The structural
layer is composed of a thin reinforced concrete membrane cast on-site within a permanent
formwork (ICF) made of two layers of insulating material.

In this ICF-integrated retrofitting technology, the capacity to resist seismic loads is
provided by the thin RC layer, while the improvement in energy performance is provided
by the contribution of the insulating material layers to the building insulation. The system
constitutes an external envelope for the existing building, and its structure can be idealized
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as composed of vertical walls connected by horizontal spandrels. The seismic actions are
transferred from the floors to the external ICF structural layers and then to the foundations.

The proposed system has several advantages. Regarding the improvement of the
structural behavior, it is worth mentioning that the external position of the thin RC walls
and their application to the entire perimeter of the building allows obtaining a structural
system with high translational and torsional stiffness. Due to the high in-plane stiffness of
the RC layers, structural displacement demands induced by seismic actions are reduced
and damages to drift-sensible non-structural elements and vulnerable systems are limited
for seismic events of moderate intensity. The proposed ICF technology is also efficient in
retaining infill walls subjected to out-of-plane seismic actions. The exoskeleton must be
connected to the diaphragms of the existing building. In order for the system to be effective
in absorbing the horizontal seismic loads, the floors and roof should be provided with
enough in-plane stiffness. The application of the exoskeleton to the complete perimeter
of the building allows avoiding stress localization on diaphragms and reducing their
stiffness demand.

For what concerns the installation aspect, it is to be underlined that the system is
conceived to be applied to both RC frame and masonry buildings, operating exclusively
from outside. Moreover, compared to other retrofit solutions that require several different
interventions to solve the energy and seismic deficiencies of buildings, the proposed system
is designed to improve both aspects in a single intervention and using a single technology,
namely ICF panels.

In the following sub-sections, a detailed description of the elements that compose the
system is provided, together with some insights on the installation procedure.

4.1. Insulated Concrete Formwork

The insulating material of the formworks has a low transmittance value, contributing
to improving the building energy performance with better thermal insulation of the enve-
lope. The energy consumption linked to the heating and cooling system is then reduced.
Insulated formwork can be made of different materials to obtain the desired characteristics
of thermal–acoustic insulation and reaction to fire. The thickness of the inner and the outer
insulating layers can vary with respect to the climate zone and the thermal properties of
the existing structures.

The specific insulated formwork considered in this work is composed of a three-
dimensional wire mesh that defines the thickness of the insulating and structural layers,
as shown in Figure 1. The 3D wire mesh can be produced to allow various thicknesses
of insulating and structural layers. The insulating materials can be chosen depending
on the thermal conductivity, thermal shift, acoustic properties, and reaction to fire to be
guaranteed. The formwork is produced off-site, and its structure allows to guarantee a
uniform thickness for the reinforced concrete layer and the correct arrangement of the
rebars. The ICF is assembled by putting the insulating material slices into the 3D wire
mesh, as illustrated in Figure 1, and the final product is a formwork with a void between
the two insulating layers that allows the pouring of concrete.
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Figure 1. View of the insulated formwork: (a) three-dimensional wire mesh, (b) inserting of insulating material to create the
insulating layers, and (c) assembled insulating concrete formwork.

At an initial development stage, the ICF structure consisted of the outer insulating
layer and the concrete layer in direct contact with the existing structure, without the inner
insulating layer. The 3D wire mesh still guaranteed the positioning of the steel rebars
and the thickness of the structural layer, but the hydrostatic pressure of the fresh concrete
against the existing wall (Figure 2a) made the construction operations challenging.

The introduction of the inner insulating layer bonded to the outer layer by the wire
mesh allowed to compensate the hydrostatic fresh concrete pressure on the two inner
surfaces of the formwork, as shown in Figure 2b. Moreover, the presence of a modular
inner layer allows the creation of horizontal and vertical ribs with increased thickness.

Figure 2. Development of the ICF technology: (a) initial proposal that induced hydrostatic pressure on the existing structure;
(b) final proposed solution where concrete is poured within two insulating layers reciprocally constrained to eliminate the
effect of hydrostatic pressure.
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4.2. Structural Layer

The ICF structural layer is a thin RC membrane, which is subjected almost exclusively
to in-plane loads during seismic actions, considering its negligible out-of-plane stiffness.
Static compression loads acting on the piers of the ICF structural layer are due to its
self-weight only. The retrofit system resists only the horizontal seismic actions being
mainly subjected to in-plane bending and shear actions and eventually to axial forces when
working as a coupled walls system.

The reinforcement of the concrete layers consists of steel bars arranged in the longitu-
dinal and transverse direction with defined spacing. Reinforcements can be arranged in a
single layer or in two layers, depending on concrete layer thickness. In the case of small
thickness, a single layer of rebars can be placed in the middle plane of the concrete layer
along both vertical and horizontal directions. In this case, it is evident that transverse rein-
forcement cannot ensure concrete confinement and that code design details for dissipative
zones in seismic resisting structures are not feasible.

At each floor level, the thickness of the concrete layer is increased to create a perimetral
horizontal rib, in direct contact with the masonry or the existing curb, as shown in Figure 2b,
in which it is possible to anchor the connectors effectively. The ribs also allow realizing a
new reinforced concrete curb in buildings that do not have one. The localized increase in
the thickness of the ICF structural layer can be obtained easily by removing a horizontal
band of the inner insulating layer. In the same way, vertical ribs can be created, improving
out-of-plane stiffness and guaranteeing an effective anchoring to the existing walls or
columns. Figure 3 shows the ICF technology with horizontal ribs applied to different
structural types.

Figure 3. Concrete layer cast within the insulated formwork. (a) Application to a masonry building; (b) application to an
RC frame; (c) detail of the ICF concrete layer.

4.3. Connection System

The retrofitting system is connected to the existing structure at each floor level, using
steel connectors embedded in the horizontal ribs. The number and diameter of the con-
nectors are designed for the expected horizontal force transferred from the floors to the
exoskeleton.

For buildings with RC frame structure, the loads are transferred through shear fasten-
ers installed on the edge beams of each floor. The fasteners can be concrete self-tapping
screws, Figure 4a, or bent steel rebars fixed to the existing edge beams with injections of
chemical mortar, Figure 4b.
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Figure 4. Connectors installed on concrete curb: (a) self-tapping concrete screws and (b) steel bars with chemical anchors.

The same approach is adopted in masonry buildings in which concrete curbs are
present at the floor levels. In the case, typical of old masonry buildings with timber
floors, in which concrete beams or curbs to connect the ICF structural layer are missing,
a connection can be made with steel bars passing through the masonry and connected
to perimetral steel profiles anchored to the existing floors. At the ground level, the ICF
concrete layer is to be fixed to a foundation to transfer the seismic load to the ground. If
the existing foundation system can resist the post-retrofit design seismic load, the concrete
layer can be directly connected using dowels with adequate lap length. In cases where
the existing foundation structure is not sufficient, it may be necessary to build a new
foundation curb adjacent and anchored to the existing foundation and eventually the
realization of ground anchors or micro-poles to prevent uplift phenomena.

4.4. Installation Phases

The ICF retrofitting technology is conceived to be applied to a wide range of building
typologies, due to the possibility of producing and assembling the formwork panels of
any geometry directly in the factory. The installation can be performed quickly and easily,
given the lightweight of the ICF panels that facilitates their handling and installation. The
main phases of the integrated retrofitting intervention with the proposed ICF technology
are illustrated in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Construction phases of the ICF technology: installing the connectors, placing the insulated
formwork, placing the steel reinforcement, and casting the concrete.

After the preliminary work, such as the enlargement of the foundation if necessary
and the installation of the connection system to the foundation, the first phase consists of
placing the connectors (mechanical or chemical anchors) on the perimetral edge beams,
with the diameter and spacing imposed by the structural design. In this phase, it is not
mandatory to remove the existing plaster, speeding up the construction times, but the
connectors must be fixed to a strong structural element. Then, the ICF panels are placed
against the existing walls along the perimeter of the building, starting from the ground floor,
as shown in Figure 6a. Once positioned, the panels can be fixed with special anchors to the
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existing building or propped up to prevent the formwork from moving during the casting
of the concrete phase. After positioning the formwork, the designed steel reinforcement
is placed inside the insulated formwork. The concrete is then cast within the ICF panel,
forming the structural layer and the ribs.

Figure 6. Installation of ICF technology on a school in Italy: (a) work in progress (b) with external
finishing.

Once the ground floor is completed, the installation can move on to the first floor with
the same phases and so on with the upper floors, Figure 6b. To guarantee the continuity of
the ICF structural layer along with the entire height, the steel bars of the lower level must
have an adequate lap length with the rebars that start at the upper level, see Figure 7.

Figure 7. Examples of rebars with adequate lap length. (a) Detail; (b) global view.

5. Analytical Structural Design for a Simple Case Study Building

The seismic response of the thin RC layers composing the structural elements of the
ICF retrofit system can be analyzed by using membrane or shell models, or by means of
equivalent frame models, representing vertical piers and horizontal spandrels as beam
elements connected at nodes. This second option has the main benefit of directly providing
internal forces on members that can be easily compared with design strengths obtained
from sectional analysis. The design of the system needs the check of resistance of both the
RC layer and the connections between the existing structure and the exoskeleton.

Since, as mentioned before, the ICF system behaves as a non-dissipative structure,
the elastic response spectra should theoretically be assumed. However, Eurocode 8 [48]
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provides a maximum seismic force reduction factor (i.e., behavior factor) of 1.5 for non-
dissipative structures. A quasi-elastic behavior of the section must be fulfilled, i.e., the limit
strains of materials are up to yielding (for reinforcing steel) or up to the achievement of
peak strength (for concrete). Prescription and detailing rules for dissipative structures are
not mandatory.

In order to illustrate a procedure for the design of the proposed system, an example
is provided in the following sections for a simple case study building. The described
procedure, although illustrated for an elementary case study, can be generalized and
applied to the design of RC layers and connections of the proposed retrofitting system in
general cases.

5.1. Description of the Case Study Building

A one-story full-scale masonry building with a timber floor is considered as a case
study for describing the design procedure of the proposed ICF retrofit system. The building,
illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, was part of an experimental campaign conducted to assess
the feasibility and applicability of the proposed retrofit technology [49,50]. Despite its
simplicity, the study of this building appears to be useful since it allows the evaluation of
the structural performances of the analyzed system with a fully analytical approach and
then the comparison of theoretical expectations with experimental results.

Figure 8. One-story masonry building retrofitted with the proposed ICF-based system: (a) view of
the whole building; (b) view of the layers composing the retrofitted masonry wall; (c) view of the
stiffened timber floor.

The building has a rectangular plan with dimensions 3.2 × 3.0 m and a height of
3 m, and it was made of multi-hole clay bricks. The longer walls, parallel to the applied
horizontal load, had a centered door opening (1 m long and 2.1 m high). The roof consisted
of a wooden floor with timber beams aligned with the longer side of the building, one
layer of planks perpendicular to the beams, and a second stiffening layer positioned at
45◦. The floor was connected to the walls by means of steel plates of class S355 and section
140 × 14 mm (longer side direction) or 160 × 14 mm (shorter side direction), as shown in
Figure 9d. The steel plates parallel to the longer side were connected directly to the timber
beams with 12 × 160 mm self-tapping partially threaded screws through the two layers of
timber boards.

In the direction parallel to the longer plan side, the walls were strengthened with the
ICF retrofit technology. The minimum possible thickness of concrete layers was adopted,
together with the minimum amount and optimum location of the steel reinforcement.
The final wall section, starting from the inner toward the outer of the building, was
composed of 250 mm brick masonry, a 40 mm EPS insulating layer, a 60 mm RC structural
layer, and a 100 mm EPS insulating layer. The total thickness of the retrofitted walls was
450 mm. The inner insulating layer was present for all the wall height except 300 mm
before reaching the ground and floor levels in order to create two horizontal ribs with a
cross-section of 100 × 300 mm. Details of reinforcement are illustrated in Figure 9b. The
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ribs were reinforced with four Ø6 mm longitudinal rebars and with Ø8 mm stirrups, with a
spacing of 300 mm. The concrete layer was reinforced with Ø6 mm vertical and horizontal
rebars, with a spacing of 300 × 300 mm, while Ø10mm rebars were placed around the
door opening, on top and bottom of the RC spandrel, and at the ends of the walls. The
connection of the strengthening concrete layer to the foundation slab was made using Ø16
mm dowel rebars with a spacing of 150 mm and a height above ground of 900 mm. The
concrete class used for the structural layer was C25/30, and the rebars were class B450C,
according to Italian standard NTC18 [51]. The nearly rigid timber floor is connected to
the ICF concrete layers through hook-shaped Ø14 mm B450C steel rebars, as shown in
Figure 9c. The hooks are embedded in the horizontal top ribs of the ICF, while on the other
end, they are welded to steel plates parallel to the longer plan side, which are fixed to the
timber floor. Eight Ø14 mm rebars were placed on each side of the building parallel to
the longer plan side, with a 45◦ inclination with respect to the load direction, as shown in
Figure 9d.

Figure 9. Details of the adopted retrofitting application: (a) horizontal section of the retrofitted specimen (b) reinforcement
detailing for RC layers; (c) connection between the retrofitting system and the existing stiffened timber floor; (d) top view of
timber floor and connection to the top RC rib.

5.2. Summary of the Observed Experimental Behavior

The case study building was subjected to an experimental loading test, also described
in the work by Pertile et al. [49]. A cyclic loading protocol was adopted, as shown in
Figure 10a, with increasing value of the horizontal displacement δ imposed at the top of
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the RC walls. The load was applied along the longer side of the building, as shown in
Figure 9a. The vertical RC walls underwent flexural and shear deformation, together with
rotation of the base section due to partial slippage of the foundation dowels. Diagonal
cracks were observed between vertical walls and the horizontal spandrel, both in masonry
and RC layers. No sliding has been observed between the timber floor and the RC ribs
during the experimental test, proving the connection system to be effective.
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The force vs. displacement history from the test is reported in Figure 10b, for the
horizontal displacement δ measured at the top of the RC walls. The global horizontal
strength of the specimen suddenly dropped after reaching the value Fu,exp = 485 kN at a
displacement δu,exp equal to 26 mm. A wide horizontal crack opened in one of the RC piers
just above the end of the foundation dowel rebars where the ultimate bending strength
was first achieved.

5.3. Evaluation of Seismic Design Action

The design seismic force was determined according to the Italian standard NTC18 [51].
The design working life VN was assumed to equal 50 years for building structures, while the
importance factor γ1 was taken equal to 1.0. Therefore, the reference return period VR of the
seismic action was equal to 50 years. The building is assumed to be built on a flat ground,
composed of deposits of loose-to-medium cohesionless soil or predominantly soft-to-firm
cohesive soil (i.e., soil type D according to NTC18 [51]). According to these characteristics, a
5% damped elastic response spectrum was generated, whose main parameters are reported
in Table 1.

Table 1. Elastic response spectrum parameters.

Parameter Symbol Value

Reference peak ground acceleration for rigid soil ag 0.083 g
Soil amplification factor S 1.8

Maximum spectral amplification to the horizontal rigid
reference site F0 2.636

Period at which the constant acceleration branch begins TB 0.241 s
Period at which the constant velocity branch begins TC 0.723 s

Period at which the constant displacement branch begins TD 1.9 s
Damping modification factor η 1.0
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A design inelastic response spectrum was obtained dividing the elastic spectrum
ordinates by a factor equal to 1.5, according to Eurocode 8 [48] for non-dissipative structures.
Assuming the building fundamental period T1 to belong to the spectrum plateau range
(i.e., TB < T1 < TC), the design seismic acceleration Sd(T1) has been evaluated as:

Sd(T1) = ag · F0 · S/q = 0.262 g (1)

Considering only the weight of the upper half part of the vertical elements, the seismic
weight of the retrofitted building is equal to W = 114.6 kN, of which only about 11% is
imputable to the added ICF system. The corresponding design value of the seismic base
shear FEd is:

FEd = (W/g) · Sd(T1) = 30 kN (2)

which is about 1/16 of the experimentally measured strength. It is worth pointing out that
in this elementary case study building, even though a minimum amount of reinforcement
and minimum concrete thickness have been adopted for the retrofitting system, the ob-
served experimental strength is significantly higher than the design seismic base shear. This
fact highlights how, even in real buildings, the presented retrofitting system can provide a
significant contribution to the horizontal load-carrying capacity, with a very slight seismic
mass increment.

5.4. Design of the RC Layers

In this section, approaches and formulations for the calculation of bending and shear
strengths of RC members of the retrofitting system are presented, considering the quasi-
elastic behavior assumption.

Bending resistance MR can be calculated through classical sectional analysis with the
assumption of preservation of plane section and limiting ultimate materials strains to the
elastic range. Calculation needs to take into account the actual axial load NE.

The calculation of the shear resistance of RC members is based on the Eurocode 2 [52]
truss model that considers two resisting mechanisms, related to the failure of concrete
struts and steel reinforcement ties, respectively related to the failure of concrete struts and
steel reinforcement ties, as shown in Figure 11.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 15 of 30 
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The shear resistance VR is the smallest value between the shear-tensile strength VR,t,
Equation (3), and the shear-compressive strength VR,c, Equation (4).

VR,t = Asw/s · z · fyw · (cotθ + cotα) · sinα (3)

VR,c = αcw · bw · z · ν1 · fc · (cotθ + cotα)/(1 + cot2θ) (4)

The sliding shear resistance VR,s is calculated according to Eurocode 2 [52] using
Equations (5)–(8), where Vd is the resistance of the vertical dowel rebars, Vi is the shear
resistance of inclined bars (null in the specific case), and Vf is the friction resistance
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(meaning of uncited symbols can be found in Eurocode 2 [52]). The potential sliding plane
considered in calculations is located at the critical section of the piers.

VR,s = Vd +Vi + Vf (5)

Vd = min [1.3 · ΣAsj ·
√

(fc · fy); 0.25 · fy · ΣAsj] (6)

Vi = ΣAsi · fy · cosϕ (7)

Vf = min [µf · [(ΣAsj · fy + NE) · ξ + ME/z]; 0.5 · η · fc · ξ · lw · bw0] (8)

In the analyzed case study, the RC walls can be schematized with an equivalent frame
model, as represented in Figure 12b, where each wall consists of two vertical piers and a
horizontal spandrel. The spandrel is considered to behave as a rigid connection for the
piers. According to experimental observations, the critical section of piers (i.e., the section
that first reaches the ultimate condition according to one of the possible above-described
failure mechanisms) is set just above the end of the dowel reinforcement.

The distribution of internal forces induced by the horizontal load applied at the rigid
floor level can then be derived in accordance with the scheme shown in Figure 12b. It
allows the derivation, in first approximation, of the global horizontal force associated with
the crisis of RC piers, neglecting the contribution provided by the masonry elements.

Figure 12. Scheme for calculation of the seismic strength capacity: (a) horizontal section of resisting piers and (b) equivalent
frame scheme for RC walls.

In particular, in the case of bending failure of the RC piers, the global horizontal
strength may be expressed as a function of the resistant moment MR of the critical section
as follows:

Fflex = 4 · (2 ·MR/h*) (9)

The height h* = 1.52 m is the height of the RC piers measured from the lower end of
the pier-spandrel node down to the actual critical section of each pier.

In the case of shear failure or sliding shear failure of the piers, the associated global
horizontal strength can be obtained, respectively, according to the relations:

Fshear = 4 · VR (10)

Fsliding = 4 · VR,s (11)

Finally, the ultimate horizontal force FR that can be resisted by the building is:

FR = min [Fflex, Fshear, Fsliding] (12)
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In the calculation of the ultimate strengths of the critical section of the RC piers, it is
necessary to take into account the contribution of the axial force NE, which is due in part to
gravitational loads (Ngravity) and in part to the coupling between the piers guaranteed by
the rigid spandrel (Ncoupling). According to the scheme described in Figure 12, the latter
contribution can be determined as follows:

Ncoupling = ± k · (FE/2) · h*/Lf (13)

where Lf = 2.1 m is the distance between the axis of the piers and k = 0.5 with the assumption
of the rigid spandrel. Equation (13) shows how the axial load due to the coupling effect
actually depends on the global horizontal load FE acting at the floor level. Therefore, the
calculation of strength for resisting mechanisms that rely on axial load contributions would
theoretically need to be performed iteratively.

5.5. Design of the Connection System

The RC layers of the retrofit system are connected to the existing building at the floor
level, by means of steel rebars, as indicated in Figure 9. The load transfer capacity of the
connection depends on the bond between steel rebars and the surrounding concrete. For a
single rebar, the ultimate bond strength Fb is calculated using Equations (14)–(17), where Φ
is the bar diameter and lb is the anchorage length. The ultimate bond stress fb is calculated
according to Eurocode 2 [52] using Equation (15), where η1 is a coefficient related to the
quality of the bond condition, η2 is a coefficient related to the bar diameter, and fct is the
value of concrete tensile strength. The yielding strength of the steel bar Fs is calculated
with Equation (16). The ultimate resistance of each connector Fa is then evaluated as the
minimum value between Fb and Fs, Equation (17).

Fb = π · Φ · lb · fb (14)

fb = 2.25 · η1 · η2 · fct (15)

Fs = As · fy (16)

Fa = min [Fb, Fs] (17)

For the present case study, the global resistance of the connection system along with
the loading direction Fconnection can be computed considering all the resisting elements
inclined at 45◦ according to Equation (18), where na is the total number of connectors:

Fconnection = na · Fa/
√

2 (18)

5.6. Discussion

The presented design approaches can be employed to provide an estimation of the
ultimate strength of the retrofitting system applied to the present case study building. A
calculation has been performed adopting some simplifications; namely, the contributions
of the masonry structure in terms of stiffness and ultimate strength have been neglected, al-
lowing dealing with simple analytical formulations for building global strength evaluation.
Moreover, by neglecting the masonry strength contribution, it was possible to highlight
the resistance of the retrofitting system alone. Calculations been performed adopting an
elastic-perfectly plastic law for steel and a parabola-rectangle law for concrete.

In the first instance, design values for material strengths are employed in calculations,
obtaining values for steel and concrete strengths according to Italian standard NTC18 [51]
equal to fyd = 391.3 MPa and fcd = 14.17 MPa, respectively. Values for steel elastic modulus
Es = 206,000 MPa and concrete strain at maximum strength εc2 = 2‰ have been adopted.
Considering a non-dissipative material behavior, steel ultimate tensile strain εsu has been
adopted equal to the steel yielding strain, while ultimate concrete compressive strain εcu
has been adopted as equal to εc2. The strength calculations for RC piers failure mechanisms
have been performed taking into account for the axial load contributions due to the coupling
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effect provided by the spandrel, considering as vertical dead loads only those due to the
self-weight of the ICF panels. The negligible strength contribution of the steel wires of the
formwork was disregarded.

In Table 2, a brief resume of the obtained minimum strengths is given. The minimum
design global strength is associated with the bending failure of the RC piers with tensile
axial load due to coupling. The design ultimate load of the system corresponds to 27%
of the actual ultimate load experimentally obtained (485 kN). It is also worth noting that
the obtained design strengths are all largely greater than the design seismic action (30 kN)
evaluated in Section 5.3, even if minimum reinforcement and concrete layer thickness were
adopted in the presented retrofitting application.

Table 2. Comparison of horizontal strength values according to the different possible failure mecha-
nisms evaluated using design material strengths and non-dissipative behavior.

Failure Mechanism Design
Pier Strength

Design
Overall Strength

Design/Experimental
Overall Strength

(kN) (kN) (%)

Flexural failure of RC piers 33.19 132.74 27
Shear failure of RC piers 82.15 328.60 68

Sliding shear failure of RC piers 44.16 176.65 36
Failure of the connection system 120.61 482.45 99

In order to provide a comparison with the experimentally measured global horizontal
strength of the building, its analytical counterpart was calculated using the scheme de-
scribed in Section 5.5, considering the mean experimental values of material strengths and
material constitutive laws that consider plastic deformations (i.e., considering a dissipative
material behavior). Experimental mean values for steel yielding strength, fym = 555 MPa,
and concrete compressive strength, fcm = 35.2 MPa, have been retrieved during the experi-
mental campaign on the case study building. Ultimate strains for steel and concrete are
assumed to be equal to εsu = 75‰ and εcu = 3.5‰, respectively. The obtained values are
reported in Table 3 together with the consequent analytical global mean strengths of the
entire building.

Table 3. Comparison of horizontal strength values according to the different possible failure mecha-
nisms evaluated using mean experimental material strengths and dissipative behavior.

Failure Mechanism Design
Pier Strength

Design
Overall Strength

Design/Experimental
Overall Strength

(kN) (kN) (%)

Flexural failure of RC piers 109.42 437.66 90
Shear failure of RC piers 116.52 466.08 96

Sliding shear failure of RC piers 102.45 409.78 84
Failure of the connection system 241.65 966.59 199

Results based on mean properties suggest that the failure of the system was actually
governed by a shear-flexural mechanism in the RC piers. Theoretical mean flexural and
shear capacities are quite well-aligned with the experimental result, the rations with respect
to experimental peak force being, respectively, 90% and 96%. The calculated sliding
strength appears a little bit underestimated since it corresponds to 84% of the recorded load.
Installed connections were exuberant with respect to the need, their strength capacities
being nearly double the flexural and shear strengths.

It can be concluded indeed that the proposed procedure provides safe-side results
and can be successfully employed for the design of the retrofitting intervention with the
ICF system.

In the presented analytical calculation, the contribution of masonry was disregarded
because it is negligible with respect to that provided by the RC walls. However, more
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sophisticated numerical modeling taking into account the existing structure could be used,
which can provide a better estimation of the ultimate strength of the retrofitted system
and also evaluate residual strength and deformation demands on the existing structure.
Examples of the detailed modeling approach are provided in the next section.

6. Numerical Modeling Strategy and Application to Complex Buildings

In this section, insights on strategies for the modeling and seismic analysis of buildings
retrofitted with the proposed ICF-based system are presented. In particular, two case study
applications are described, considering a city Hall and an educational facility, which can
be both considered as strategic structures. In Mediterranean countries, several of these
buildings have been built as masonry or concrete frame structures and many of them are
characterized by poor seismic capacity in their actual state so that retrofit interventions are
strongly needed.

Due to the specific use of strategic structures, it is almost unfeasible to temporarily
free the buildings to implement the structural retrofitting. For these constructions, suitable
retrofit strategies are needed that involve minimal interferences with the inside activities.
The ICF retrofit system presented in this work appears to be an optimal solution for
this type of intervention because it even allows the improvement of the passive energy
performance of the opaque envelope at the same time.

6.1. Case Study: City Hall Building

This case-study building, located in Seravezza (Italy), is a city Hall building composed
of several portions, which have been built in different periods. In Figure 13, the different
parts that compose the building are identified.

Figure 13. Plan view of the city Hall building.

The structure was first built before the 1930s with a masonry structure. The portion
highlighted in red in Figure 13, Part A, is the only part of the original building that remains
today. In fact, in the 1960s, the building was partially demolished and then enlarged. In
particular, Part B consists of a three-story RC frame building with a flat roof. Part C also has
an RC frame structure and three stories, but with a timber hip roof. Part D rises where the
original building was partially demolished and has an RC frame structure that is connected
to the masonry walls. Different floor types are present; namely, precast reinforced concrete
and hollow tiles mixed floor and reinforced concrete slab floor. Due to their typologies, all
floors can be assumed to be rigid diaphragms in the seismic analysis.

Figure 14 shows a three-dimensional model of the building, developed using a build-
ing information modeling (BIM) commercial software. The model not only allows an
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understanding of the actual elevation of the different portions but also allows the integra-
tion of the structural/architectonical design with the mechanical system renovation design.

Figure 14. 3D view of the BIM model.

The elevation structures appear in a poor conservative state, mainly due to the lack
of maintenance and the environmental aggressivity. Specifically, Part D is oriented to
the north and presents exposure of the steel rebars of RC structures with evidence of
corrosion phenomena. From the vulnerability assessment analysis, it emerged that the
masonry walls of the oldest part did not have sufficient in-plane strength to resist horizontal
seismic load. Moreover, RC frame structures of the newest parts were designed before
the introduction of modern seismic design codes; thus, proper details to guarantee an
adequate seismic performance are lacking both in members and in beam–column joints.
Another critical aspect is the inadequate connection details between the different parts of
the building, which did not guarantee a global box-like behavior and can induce damages
due to pounding.

The building conditions require strengthening intervention in a large number of
structural elements. The complex plan distribution and the different construction types
connected together make the seismic retrofitting design challenging. The reinforcement
of single columns and beams with traditional techniques, such as steel or FRP jacketing,
was impossible to apply due to the interferences with internal wall distribution and to
the high costs related to demolition and reconstruction of non-structural elements. In
this context, the adopted retrofit concept was to integrate the existing structural elements
(which support vertical weights) with a new system (which resists horizontal loads). The
new seismic-resistant structure was conceived to coat the elevation and connect all the
parts together. Using the ICF retrofit technology, the thermal insulation of the external
walls was also fulfilled. The designed energy retrofitting also involves the installation of
photovoltaic panels and the replacement of boilers with heat pumps.

Finite element models of the building in both present and retrofitted conditions were
developed using the commercial software Midas Gen [53]. First, the existing RC frame
was modeled with beam elements, while the existing masonry walls were modeled with
plate elements, as shown in Figure 15a. Then, the ICF concrete layer was modeled with
plate elements that have the thickness of the concrete layer, Figure 15b,c. To consider
the effective contribution of the existing structure, a halved elastic modulus was used for
existing concrete and masonry elements to account for cracking effects. The ICF concrete
layer was modeled using an elastic constitutive law for concrete, with full elastic modulus.
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Figure 15. Numerical model for the retrofitting design: (a) existing structure; (b) ICF concrete layers; (c) existing structure
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Rigid diaphragm restraint was imposed at each floor by connecting the floor center
of mass to perimeter nodes of the same floor using rigid links, as shown in Figure 15d.
Due to the irregular plan and different ages of the building parts, the floors of Part B were
considered independent from the others but connected with truss elements. The separated
floors allowed catching the independent modes of vibration of Part B and forces on the
truss elements. The masses, calculated for each story, were modeled as concentrated in the
center of mass at the corresponding level. A Winkler foundation was considered at the
base of the structure.

The connections of the rigid stories to the new ICF structural layer were modeled with
a truss element for each side connecting the corner node of the existing diaphragm with the
opposite corner node of the RC membrane, as shown in Figure 16a. Analogous elements
were created to simulate the connections between ICF membrane and existing columns,
see Figure 16b. Trusses were provided with axial stiffness equivalent to the shear stiffness
of the steel connectors disposed along each alignment.
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Figure 16. Trusses connecting existing structures and added exoskeleton: (a) horizontal connections
along ring curbs, (b) vertical connections on existing RC columns.

Modal analyses were performed before and after the retrofitting (i.e., both not con-
sidering and considering the added exoskeleton). Obviously, the retrofitted structure was
largely more rigid than the original one, as demonstrated by the vibration periods reported
in Table 4. In the retrofitted configuration, existing and added structures showed common
modal shapes and periods, demonstrating that the elongation of the truss elements (i.e.,
shear deformation of the steel connectors) was negligible with respect to the lateral drift at
each story and that steel connectors can be assumed as infinitely rigid (with respect to the
lateral stiffness of walls).

Table 4. Modal analysis results for city Hall building.

Model Mode Frequency (Hz) Period (s) Principal
Component

Modal Participation Mass
for Principal Component (%)

Existing 1 1.1378 0.879 Tran-Y 49.52
Existing 2 1.3515 0.740 Rot-Z 54.77
Existing 3 1.5830 0.632 Tran-X 70.79

Retrofitted 1 3.603 0.278 Tran-Y 75.70
Retrofitted 2 3.963 0.252 Tran-X 77.52
Retrofitted 3 5.001 0.200 Rot-Z 91.93

The increase in the overall stiffness of the structure leads to a lower fundamental
vibration period, which belongs to the range that defines the response spectrum plateau
and is thus associated with the maximum spectral acceleration, as shown in Figure 17. This
fact, together with the mass increment due to the new ICF exoskeleton (approximatively
10% that of the original building), led to an increased global seismic force on the retrofitted
structure, for which the exoskeleton was designed.

However, the increased stiffness of the retrofitted structure also led to a strong reduc-
tion of the structural displacements and inter-story drifts: at the life safety seismic ultimate
limit state (SLV) [51], the top displacement reduced from 17.15 cm (in the original state) to
2.62 cm (in the retrofitted situation), consisting of an 85% reduction. This corresponded to
a proportional reduction of the overall seismic demand on existing structures, which was
seismically retrofitted with the proposed intervention.
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Figure 17. Design response spectrum and fundamental vibration periods for the city Hall building.
Design spectrum was calculated according to the Italian standard NTC18 [51] for life safety seismic
ultimate limit state (SLV), using a return period of 75 years.

6.2. Case Study: Educational Facility

The analyzed case study is an educational facility located in Basiliano (Italy) with an
RC frame structure. The building is represented in Figure 18, and it is composed of two
portions, named “block 1” and “block 2”, which were built in 1971 and 1979, respectively.

Figure 18. Educational facility building: Definition of the parts with different age of construction
(adapted and modified from Pertile et al. [49]).

Block 1 consists of the classrooms and teacher offices that are connected by a service
area with locker rooms to the gym. Block 2 consists of additional classrooms, the audito-
rium, and the music laboratory. The two blocks are composed of four and three sub-blocks,
respectively, separated by construction joints.

Block 1 was designed according to pre-1970s practice when capacity design and seis-
mic detailing were not yet introduced. The structural system consists of RC frames aligned
only in the longitudinal direction; in the transversal direction, there are no structures that
can resist horizontal loads. Sub-block A has one story with a total height of 7.3 m; sub-block
B is one-story with a total height of 3.8 m; sub-blocks C1 and C2 have two stories above
ground and one story partially underground, with a total height of 9.5 m above ground.
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Block 2 was built after the first Italian seismic regulation [54] (“Legge n. 64 del 2
Febbraio 1974”), with the first specifications about seismic detailing. Being more recent, it
presents an improved structural system that consists of RC frames with better characteristics
of materials and a higher geometric reinforcement ratio. Block 2 is composed of one story
with a medium height of 4.5 m. Sub-block D frames had double beams due to flat roofs at
different heights connected to the same frame.

The original project was studied, and on-site tests were performed. The on-site struc-
tural diagnostic campaign confirmed the structural details in the original drawings. Some
non-destructive and partially destructive tests were performed to assess the mechanical
parameters of the materials employed in the construction. Tests with hammer and crushing
tests of hardened concrete core samples returned the compressive strength of the concrete;
tests with a cover meter confirmed the presence of the rebars indicated in the drawings,
and tensile tests on bars extracted from columns gave the tensile strength of the reinforcing
steel. Table 5 lists the values assumed for the existing material properties.

Table 5. Material characteristics of existing structures.

Material Class Type fm (MPa) E (GPa) γM FC

Concrete Rck300 Existing 28.6 30 1.5 1.2
Steel Aq50 Existing 270 210 1.15 1.2

The typical section of the columns is 30 × 35 cm at the basement and 30 × 30 cm at the
upper levels. All the columns are continuous from the foundation to the roof. The section
of the beams is 50 × 23 cm for the internal frame and 40 × 23 cm for the external frames.
Geometry and reinforcement details of columns and beams are shown in Figure 19. The
RC and hollow tiles mixed floors have 200 + 30 mm thickness, with a total thickness equal
to the height of the beams.

Figure 19. Cross-section of existing members for sub-blocks C1 and C2 (adapted and modified from
Pertile et al. [49]).

Vulnerability assessment of the existing structures showed poor seismic performance,
highlighting the need for a strengthening intervention. The retrofitting of Block 2 was
performed with traditional steel braces technology to reduce the displacement demand
on existing frame structures. Details of this intervention are not discussed in this work.
In Block 1, for sub-blocks A, C1, and C2, the ICF retrofitting technology presented in this
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work was applied. For the sake of brevity, in the following, only the design for sub-blocks
C1 and C2 is reported.

The construction joint between Sub-blocks C1 and C2 has been seamed by the new
exoskeleton applied on the outer of the building and cross-stitching with tie bars epoxied
into holes at 45◦ at floor level. In the retrofitted configuration, Sub-blocks C1 and C2 have
been considered as a unique structure, with plan dimensions of 49 × 13 m. The inter-story
height of the underground level is 3.3 m, and for the ground and first levels it is 3.8 m. As
mentioned before, the existing building structural system consisted of reinforced concrete
frames parallel to the longitudinal direction, with 3.75 m spans. The new earthquake-
resistant exoskeleton built outside the building is continuous from the foundation level to
the roof and is connected to the edge beams of each story and to the external columns. The
RC layer of the ICF system is 150 mm thick, and rebars are placed on two layers.

In addition to the application of the retrofit system on the outer facades, the elongated
plan shape of the building required the addition of two internal RC walls evidenced
with green outlines in Figure 20b to resist the seismic load in the weakest direction (i.e.,
transverse direction). For the new structural walls, concrete of class C25/30 and steel
of class B450C were used, according to the Italian standard NTC18 [51]. The materials
mechanical properties are reported in Table 6.

Figure 20. Numerical model of block C1+C2: (a) existing structure; (b) retrofitted structure (adapted and modified from
Pertile et al. [49]).

Table 6. Material characteristics of retrofitting system.

Material Class Type fk (MPa) E (GPa) γM FC

Concrete C25/30 New 25 30 1.5 1
Steel B450C New 450 210 1.15 1

A finite element model of the structure was built using the commercial code Midas
Gen [53]. The aim of the numerical analysis was first to assess the vulnerability of the actual
state of the structure and then to design the seismic retrofitting of the building. Models of
the existing and retrofitted structure are illustrated in Figure 20.

The existing RC frames were modeled with beam elements that had the geometry
and materials specified in the previous section. The ICF concrete layer was modeled
with plate elements with the actual thickness and the aforementioned material properties.
The infill and the partition walls were not modeled but were taken into account only in
terms of mass. The new earthquake-resistant structure and the RC frame structure were
linked to vertical and horizontal truss elements, as already illustrated in the presentation
of the previous case study. The truss elements were used to design the dimension and
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the spacing of connections needed to transfer loads from the existing structure to the
retrofitting membrane.

Gravity loads are defined according to the floor use, following Italian provisions about
loading conditions as reported in standard NTC18 [51]. The finite element model was
conceived to assign the vertical static loads to the existing structure, while the ICF concrete
layers were vertically loaded only with their self-weight.

A modal response spectrum analysis was performed for the existing structure, using
the acceleration response spectrum shown in Figure 21. The low thickness of the concrete
layer of the existing floors does not fulfill the requirements for the assumption of the
rigid diaphragm according to the Italian standard NTC18 [51]: the flexible floor causes
amplification of stresses in the peripheric columns. The gap of the construction joint
between sub-bodies C1 and C2 proved to be not sufficient to prevent pounding effects.

Figure 21. Design response spectrum and fundamental vibration periods for the educational facility
case-study building. Design spectrum was calculated according to the Italian standard NTC18 [51]
for life safety seismic ultimate limit state (SLV), using a return period of 75 years.

The same analysis was performed on the retrofitted structure, which has a higher
stiffness with respect to the RC frames. As a consequence, the main vibration periods of
the building decrease, as shown in Table 7, and the seismic action increases, as shown in
Figure 21.

Table 7. Modal analysis results for educational facility.

Model Mode Principal
Direction

Frequency
(Hz) Period (s) Mass Ratio

(%)

Existing 1 Tran-Y 1.338 0.748 71.65
Existing 2 Rot-Z 1.558 0.642 55.26
Existing 3 Tran-X 1.768 0.566 53.72

Retrofitted 1 Tran-Y 4.624 0.216 81.27
Retrofitted 2 Tran-X 7.434 0.135 74.70
Retrofitted 3 Rot-Z 8.427 0.119 80.04

After the retrofit, the stresses in elements of the existing RC frames have been dras-
tically reduced, since the majority of the seismic load is carried by the new concrete
membrane due to its prevailing lateral stiffness. The increment of the seismic load is
compensated by the higher strength of the new structure, designed according to the current
design specifications of the Italian standard NTC18 [51]. A positive effect of the global
stiffening of the structure is the decrease in total displacements and inter-story drifts, with
the consequent decrease in the deformation demand on members of the existing structure.
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6.3. Conclusions

European building stock is characterized by elevated seismic vulnerability and energy
consumption. Most buildings present serious structural deficiencies against seismic action
and high energy demand for heating and cooling caused by poor insulation of the building
envelope, usually coupled with elevated greenhouse gasses emissions. There is a large
need for integrated retrofitting solutions that can improve both structural and energy
performances of existing buildings.

In this work, an innovative integrated retrofitting technology based on insulated
concrete formwork panels has been presented. The proposed technology is conceived to
provide structural strengthening and thermal insulation, together with an architectural
refurbishment. The proposed technology has been described in detail, analyzing single
components and installation phases. Since the retrofitting intervention is conceived to
be applied outside the buildings, it avoids interruptions of inside activities. Moreover,
the formworks are prefabricated ad hoc to facilitate and speed up the installation phases
on site.

Insights into the design of structural components have been provided, and a calcu-
lation example has been reported for a simple case study masonry building, for which
experimental results of a cyclic loading test were available. The cyclic behavior and failure
mode of the building have been discussed. Moreover, procedures for analytical strength
calculations have been reported, based on the approaches provided by Italian standard
NTC18 [51] and Eurocode 2 [52]. Analytical evaluations of the horizontal global strength
were performed using both design values and mean experimental values of material
strengths, comparing the results of the latter case with those obtained experimentally. The
comparison demonstrated that the adopted calculation approach is conservative and can
be safely employed in design practice.

Moreover, possible procedures for the structural modeling of buildings retrofitted
with the proposed system have been illustrated. Two case studies are reported to describe
how to model and analyze the retrofit interventions performed on complex RC frame and
masonry buildings, also characterized by strong plan irregularity.

Numerical analyses showed that retrofitted buildings present increased lateral stiff-
ness, which translates in lower vibration periods, often belonging to the plateau of seismic
response spectra. However, this increase in seismic demand is also accompanied by a
much more significant increment of lateral load-carrying capacity. The increased stiff-
ness of the retrofitted buildings allows a marked reduction in deformation demand of
existing structural members at the considered seismic ultimate limit state and a limita-
tion of drift-induced damages to non-structural elements for low-to-medium intensity
earthquakes.
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